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: ' There have been a variety of me_hods used 1;o solve the Navier-Stokes
equations. Host scher,.es which solve the steady state form of tho_e Equations
employ the SIMPLE (Semi-lmplicit flatbed for Pressure-Linked Equations) method
developed by Petard:at and Spaldin_ in 1972 (tel.l). J%ithou_h this scheme has
proven to be quite effective, its convergence rate can be improved. This
inves_ication focuses on two approaches which accelerate the solution of the
steady state Navier-StoPes equations.
The SItL°LER algorlt_, (ref. 2), a revised version of SIt_LE, provides a
more accurate pressure field for each iteration t_wouzh the r.o;aentum
equatlon:,Ch,:reby speedinz convergence. PISO (Pre_nure Implicit Split Operator,
ref.3) perforlas a secondary correction of the velocity and pressure fields
- (after the typical pressure correction) which er,lmnces conver['ence. Both
• " schemes account for terms nezlected in the SIMPLE approach, but do so in
-": slizhtly different ways.&
,. ' /% series of calculations of trio-dimensional driven cavity flow and flow
over a step were made to examine the effect of _eometry on the performance of
these schemen. Computations were carried out on a serieu of prozressively finer
grids. The effect of relaxation nuraber on convergence rate was analyzed, usln Z
results from SII_LE as criteria for performance correlation.
Preliminary result_ indicate th<_ follotllnz:
I. The improved schelaes pror..oted conver6ence by up to sixty percent for the
driven cavity and forty p_rcent for flow over a step.
2. For the driven cavity problem, the efficiency of PISO and SIMPLER
Increased as the number of nodes increased.
3. To ensure faster convergence, hi_her relaxation nur._ers mu:t be applied.
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